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Abstract
In this paper we deal with named entity detection on data acquired via OCR process on documents dating from 1890. The resulting corpus is very noisy. We perform an analysis to find possible strategies to overcome errors introduced by the OCR process. We propose a preprocessing procedure in three steps to clean data and correct, at least in part, OCR mistakes. The task is made even harder by the complex tree-structure of named entities annotated on data, we solve this problem however by adopting an effective named entity detection system we proposed in previous work. We evaluate our procedure for preprocessing OCR-ized data in two ways: in terms of perplexity and OOV rate of a language model on development and evaluation data, and in terms of the performance of the named entity detection system on the preprocessed data. The preprocessing procedure results to be effective, allowing to improve by a large margin the system we proposed for the official evaluation campaign on Old Press, and allowing to outperform also the best performing system of the evaluation campaign.
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1. Introduction
In the last few years a lot of data have been acquired with Optical Character Recognition (OCR) techniques with the aim of giving easier access to historical documents via automatic content extraction systems. Unfortunately, OCR-acquired data contain many mistakes due to the OCR technology limitations. This makes development of typical content extraction systems, e.g. named entities or relations between entities, a very challenging task. Models more or less robust to noisy data are already available, nevertheless the level of noise in OCR-ized data is much higher than data used typically for these tasks. This is indeed reflected by systems performances (Claire Grover and Ball, 2008; Miller et al., 2000; Byrne, 2007).

In order to deal with such noisy data, the best solution is to analyse and pre-process them, so that to detect mistakes introduced by OCR process and to find a strategy to correct or, at least, overcome the errors.

While there is a vast literature on content extraction tasks like Named Entity Recognition (NER) (e.g. (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996), (Sekine and Nobata, 2004)), there is much less work on OCR-ized data in general, and on content extraction on OCR acquired data in particular.

In this paper we present an analysis of a corpus acquired via OCR process on French historical newspapers. Our work has been done on the data provided for the 2011 Quaero evaluation on Named Entity Recognition in Old Press (Gilbert et al., 2012). The annotation made on this corpus followed the Extended Named Entity definition fully described in (Grouin et al., 2011; Rosset et al., 2011), with the difference that, for each entity realizing-surface containing OCR errors, a special attribute containing the correction is added to the annotation. For example:

<pers.ind correction="Le Moine"> 
<name.last> LE Moibte. </name.last> 
</pers.ind>

We propose a three steps procedure to correct or overcome, or at least reduce, mistakes introduced by OCR in a preprocessing step. The evaluation of corrections made on input data is overall evaluated with a measure of perplexity of the language model built on training data. Our analysis is similar to that of (Lopresti, 2008), however in such work only an analysis of the effect of OCR mistakes on results was performed, no strategy to overcome or correct mistakes was applied.

After the preprocessing, data are used to train a Named Entity Recognition system. The task is made harder also by the fact that the named entities annotated on OCR-ized data have a tree-structure (Grouin et al., 2011). We present comparative results of our system different steps of preprocessing, as well as comparative results with the same system trained and evaluated on manually transcribed broadcast data (Dinarelli and Rosset, 2011b), so that to show the gain we achieve with each preprocessing step, and the overall gain. The final results on the evaluation test set outperform the best system of the official evaluation campaign.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section we describe the system used for tree-structured named entity detection, in section 3. we provide an analysis and a description of the corpus which are at the basis of the preprocessing procedure we propose for correcting OCR-ized data, such procedure is described in section 4.. In section 5. we describe and comment the experiments performed in order to evaluate our preprocessing procedure and the named entity detection system on OCR-ized data. We conclude the paper drawing some conclusions in section 6..

2. Tree-Structured Named Entity Recognition System

The system used in this work for tree-structured named entity recognition is described in details in (Dinarelli and Ros-
set, 2011b). In this section, we provide a short description for a matter of completeness and self-containment. The tree-structured named entities annotated on data used in this work have been defined within the project Quaero1 and they are described in (Grouin et al., 2011). Two examples of such entities are shown in figure 1 and 2, where words realizing entities have been removed to keep the figure readable. Given their tree structure, the Named Entity Recognition task presented here cannot be modeled as sequence labelling. Intuitively, entity trees can be constructed adopting solutions for syntactic parsing. However, as mentioned in (Dinarelli and Rosset, 2011b) in relation to broadcast news transcriptions, an approach coming from syntactic parsing to perform named entity annotation in “one-shot” is not robust on OCR data neither. The solution we proposed, is a two-steps approach. The first one is designed to be robust to noisy data and is used to annotate the entity components, i.e. the basic entities annotated directly on words. While the second is used to parse complete entity trees and is based on a relatively simple model. Since OCR data are very noisy, the hardest part of the task is indeed to annotate components on words. On the other hand, since entity trees are relatively simple, at least much simpler than syntactic trees, once entity components have been annotated in a first step, for the second step, a complex model is not required, which would also make the processing slower. Taking all these issues into account, the two steps of our system for tree-structured named entity recognition are performed as follows:

1. A Conditional Random Fields model (Lafferty et al., 2001) annotates the entities components
2. A Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar (PCFG) together with a chart parsing algorithm (Johnson, 1998) builds complete entity trees upon entities components

An example of entity components is shown in figure 2, where components are the leaves of the tree: “val object loc.admin.town name time.modifier val kind name”1. The corresponding and complete sentence, where the words realizing entities have been highlighted in bold, is as follow:

90 personnes toujours présentes à Atambua c’est là qu’hier matin ont été tués 3 employés du haut commissariat des Nations unies aux réfugiés, le HCR2

Using the same example in figure 2, a schema of the two steps performed by our system for tree-structured named entity detection is depicted in figure 3.

3. OCR Acquired Data: Description and Analysis

The corpus used in this work is made of documents acquired with Optical Character Recognition (OCR) from a newspaper collection dating from 1890. Due to the nature of the OCR process, data acquired with this technique contain a lot of spurious tokens. Spurious tokens present inserted or substituted characters with respect to the corresponding correctly spelled token, as well as deleted characters.

In the training data provided for the evaluation, only words containing OCR mistakes and realizing entities are annotated with the corrected words, thus only these words can be used for an analysis of OCR mistakes. In order to perform the analysis, we aligned words mistaken by OCR process with their corrected version using an edit distance alignment. Using the alignment, we extracted errors introduced by the OCR process at character level. Such errors can be potentially insertion, deletion and substitution of any character, but they can be associated to two types:

- Word-character errors
- Noise errors

We call word-character errors those involving characters that can be used in words, like alpha-numeric characters, e.g. Chambors instead of Chambors. We associate to this category also errors involving punctuation. We call noise errors those involving characters that typically cannot appear in words, e.g. Cha’mbors instead of Chambors. Since words realizing entities are a small percentage of the total number of words (4326 corrections for 1,297,742 words in the training data, or 0.3%), but also of the number of words composing entities (roughly 2.5%), we performed also an analysis by hand of the other words. Although in this case we cannot extract errors since we don’t have a correction reference, a quick look gave an idea of a possible direction to follow in order to deal with OCR errors. It was evident, indeed, that words truncated at the end of lines by the OCR process, do end with a dash character (-), which is a quite standard way to end a line and start a new one. Another important point is the fact that noise errors never involve punctuation, i.e. we never found something

---

1http://www.quaero.org
290 people still present in Atambua is where yesterday morning killed three employees of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees UNHCR.
The evaluation data set is made of (ibert et al., 2012) for a complete description of this aspect).

The original corpus provided for the evaluation is made of 231 documents containing the OCR-ized text. Each file is organized in blocks of text, corresponding to the text recognized by the OCR system in each input picture (see (Galibert et al., 2012) for a complete description of this aspect).

The evaluation data set is made of 64 documents with the same structure, and for which the reference annotation of named entities was not available during the evaluation campaign. We split the original corpus in training and development data sets, made of 173 and 58 documents, respectively. As usual, the development data are used to validate and tune our preprocessing procedure and the NER system parameters. Once the best settings have been fixed, the complete system developed for the evaluation data set (64 documents) is trained on the whole corpus (173 + 58 documents).

Some statistics for training, development and evaluation data sets are reported in table 1 and 2. In particular the number of tokens and the vocabulary for entities, aim at showing the amount of words that are actually annotated in any entity, they are thus calculated at components level, and after the segmentation applied using BIO markers to create a one-to-one correspondence with words. In order to see complete statistics on the data see (Galibert et al., 2012). Taking a look to such statistics gives immediately an idea of the problems that must be faced when dealing with noisy data such like OCR data: first, the ratio between the size of the vocabulary and the total number of words (130,379 vs. 970,952 for the training set) is very large, meaning that there is a huge number of words occurring very few times; second, the percentage of words annotated with entities (16.72% in the training set) is small, meaning that the annotation is quite sparse indeed; third, the Out Of Vocabulary words (OOV) ratio in terms of words, which is always above 9%, is again quite large. All these are consequences of the noise introduced by the OCR process, and give evidence of how hard is performing traditional NLP tasks on this kind of data.

### 4. Error Correction Procedure

The analysis and considerations of the previous section are at the base of our preprocessing procedure, which is based on three error correction steps applied iteratively to the original data:

1. **re-segmentation of sentences** which consists in concatenating two lines if the first ends with a dash character.
2. **re-tokenization of words** which consists in removing noise errors, mentioned in previous section, and separating words from punctuation characters.
3. **correction of OCR errors** which is made by exploiting the reference correction provided for entity surface tokens, and a manual correction of the most occurring words overall the corpus.

#### 4.1. Re-segmentation of sentences

Sentence segmentation is usually performed based on syntactic chunks and punctuation. Given the characteristics of our data, as discussed in previous section, they are both unfeasible in our case. Syntactic chunks would be most probably erroneously detected, while punctuation is not reliable in our data. As we said in previous section, many punctuation marks are added or substituted by the OCR process. Thus, without a corrected reference text, it is not trivial to found a strategy for sentence segmentation using traditional approaches, without falling into the problem of erroneous segmentation due to the mistaken syntactic chunks or punctuation.

Re-segmentation of sentences consists in our case, in simply concatenating two lines if the first ends with a dash character, which most probably means that the word was truncated in the text to start a new line.

In order to validate this processing and to make sure that it doesn’t actually introduce new unknown words, we extracted the two parts of all candidate truncated words, e.g. Cham- on a line and bors on the following line, and we concatenated the two parts of the words removing the dash character, i.e. Cham- and bors gives Chambors. We then checked if the composed words were present in the French dictionary used in the Ritel-nca system (Galibert, 2009; Rosset et al., 2008). We found out that 99% of the times when a word ends with a dash, it has indeed been truncated. Moreover in the remaining cases, many times the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quaero</th>
<th>training</th>
<th>dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># sentences</td>
<td>150,991</td>
<td>52,522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># tokens</td>
<td>173,082</td>
<td>162,683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># vocabulary</td>
<td>130,379</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># OOV rate [%]</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tokens are actually just noise, i.e. they are only made of non-alphanumeric symbols.

4.2. Re-tokenization of words

Re-tokenization of words consists in removing noise errors, mentioned in previous section, and separating words from punctuation characters. Note that in removing noise errors there is no risk of removing punctuation since, as mentioned earlier, noise errors never involve punctuation. For the same reason, separating punctuation from words should be beneficial for tokenization, since it creates two new tokens that are actually correct, e.g. like in le,château ("the, castle") which becomes le , château ("the , castle"), although a comma in that position is likely to be an OCR error.

As an example of noise error correction, from Cha'mbors we remove the ' character to have Chambors. Beyond the simplicity of the example, it seems reasonable that applying this kind of processing is safe, since non-alphanumeric characters are not statistically likely to appear in tokens made of alphanumeric characters.

4.3. Correction of OCR Errors

Correction of errors introduced by the OCR process is made exploiting the reference correction provided for entity realizing-surface and a manual correction of the most occurring OOV words with respect to a given French dictionary.

Concerning the exploitation of the reference correction, given an annotation of an entity like:

\[
<\text{pers.ind correction="Le Moine"}> \quad <\text{name.last} \text{ LE Moibte. } <\text{name.last}> \quad <\text{pers.ind}>
\]

and ignoring for the moment the mistake of the case in the article LE, which is not really an issue, we Moibte with Moine at the character level with and edit distance alignment. This allows us to such as substitution of n with bt. In order to perform correction, we apply the opposite operation with respect to the error. Using the same example, in order to correct Moibte, we apply a substitution of bt with n. Since when applying corrections to unseen data we don’t really know if the word contains an error or not, we take into account also the context of the mistakes, in particular we use the previous and the following characters. This information is used to construct error patterns and to apply the corresponding corrections to words matching the same pattern. Thus, whenever we found a word presenting the pattern ibte, we correct such pattern with ine, ignoring character case.

Concerning the manual correction of OOV words with respect to a French dictionary, we extracted the word dictionary of the whole training data (all 231 documents, see section 3.), sorted by decreasing order of number of occurrences. From such dictionary we selected all OOV words, which thus were also sorted by decreasing number of occurrences. The list being very large (19,696 entries), and containing many tokens occurring only once or twice, considering also time constraints, we manually corrected the top 300 entries. This resulted in correcting almost half of the total number of OOV words, i.e. the top 300 most occurring OOV words cover almost half of the total occurrences of OOV words.

Aligning the original mistaken OOV words with their manually-corrected version at character level, we extracted patterns for correction in the same way as described above. All the correction patterns were then applied to unseen data in order to correct OCR mistakes.

5. Evaluation

In this section we provide an evaluation of our preprocessing procedure and of the Named Entity Recognition system on OCR-ized data, at each step of the preprocessing procedure:

1. baseline Evaluation on the original unprocessed data
2. reseg. Evaluation on the data after re-segmentation of sentences
3. retok. Evaluation on the data after re-tokenization
4. reseg.+retok. Evaluation on data after performing both re-segmentation and re-tokenization
5. correct Evaluation on data after performing all the preprocessing steps, resegmentation, retokenization and correction of OCR mistakes

Taking into account the characteristics of our data, in particular the sparseness of the annotation of named entities, as well as the small percentage of reference corrections of entity realizing-surface with respect to the total number of entities, we performed the evaluation of our procedure in terms of the perplexity of a language model on the development and evaluation data, and in terms of the performance of the Named Entity Recognition system. These two evaluations are described in the two following sections.

5.1. Evaluation of the Procedure for Error Correction

In order to evaluate the different preprocessing procedure in terms of perplexity of language model, we extracted text, without entities, from the training, development and test data sets at each steps of the preprocessing procedure. When evaluating on the test set, the whole training corpus was actually used (training + development). In order to avoid confusion, we indicate with TRN and train the data used against the development and the test data sets, respectively. A language model was then trained on the TRN and train data.

The language model used to evaluate the corrections is trained with the SRI language modeling toolkit (Stolcke, 2002). The evaluation metric is the perplexity of the language model on a given data set. Given a sentence \( W = w_1, ..., w_N \), the perplexity of a stochastic language model, represented as a probability distribution \( p \), is defined as:

\[
PPL(W) = 2^{H(W)}, H(W) = - \sum_{i=1}^{N} p(w_i) \cdot \log(p(w_i))
\]
Table 3: Evaluation of the procedure for correcting mistakes on OCR data, compared with manually transcribed broadcast data (ESTER2)

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Corrections} & \text{Baseline} & + \text{resseg.} & + \text{retok.} & + \text{resseg.+retok.} & + \text{correct} \\
\text{PPL on Quaero-BN} & 369.069 & 355.764 & 177.052 & 165.053 & 164.769 \\
\text{OOV rate (units)} & 9.04% (31,741) & 8.86% (30,212) & 5.29% (21,621) & 5.16% (20,639) & 5.16% (21,621) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Table 4: Evaluation of the Named Entity Recognition system on the OCR-ized development data set at the different preprocessing steps

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Corrections} & \text{Baseline} & + \text{resseg.} & + \text{retok.} \\
\text{Evaluation on DEV} & 64.2% & 42.6% & 41.6% \\
\text{SER} & 63.3% & 63.0% & 64.1% \\
\text{F1} & 64.2% & 64.2% & 64.2% \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Table 5: Evaluation of the Named Entity Recognition system on the OCR-ized evaluation data set at the different preprocessing steps

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Corrections} & \text{Baseline} & + \text{resseg.} & + \text{retok.} \\
\text{Evaluation on TEST} & 44.0% & 43.8% & 42.0% \\
\text{SER} & 62.5% & 63.0% & 63.5% \\
\text{F1} & 63.4% & 63.4% & 63.4% \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

5.2. Evaluation of the Named Entity Recognition System

In this section we provide an evaluation of our NER system on the OCR-ized data, at all steps of the preprocessing procedure, as in previous section, and in terms of Slot Error Rate (SER) (Makhoul et al., 1999) and the traditional F1-measure. Slot Error Rate has a similar definition of word error rate for ASR systems, with the difference that substitution errors are split in three types: i) correct entity type with wrong segmentation; ii) wrong entity type with correct segmentation; iii) wrong entity type with wrong segmentation; here, i) and ii) are given half points, while iii), as well as insertion and deletion errors, are given full points. The total number of errors is divided by the total number of reference constituents.

Results obtained with our Named Entity Detection system, applying also our preprocessing procedure, on development and evaluation data are shown in table 4 and 5, respectively. As we can see again, the preprocessing procedure systematically yields improvements of results over the baseline system, where no preprocessing is performed on data. However in this experiments improvements are not incremental at each step, except for the F1-measure on the development data set (DEV). In particular the gains in terms of F1-measure on the DEV set are rather similar for the different preprocessing steps, with a total gain over the baseline of 0.9 points, obtained with re-segmentation and re-tokenization of data (resseg.+retok.), and with all the preprocessing steps (correct). The F1-measure on the evaluation set (TEST) tells roughly the same story, with similar gains for all preprocessing steps, with a total best gain of 1.2 points, obtained again with re-tokenization alone (retok.). (resseg.+retok.).

Interpretation of results in terms of Slot Error Rate is slightly different, and it is the same for DEV and TEST. The best performing preprocessing step is the re-tokenization alone, with a gain of 1.5 points on DEV and 2.0 on TEST. The other preprocessing steps, although they still yield improvements over the baseline, applied together are less performant than re-tokenization alone.
Even with a deep analysis of the results, we did not find out any reasonable cause for the worsening of results obtained with the additional preprocessing steps. It may be because improvements with all preprocessing steps are quite similar with respect to the baseline. Beyond the fact that, without a corrected reference text to be used for validating the correction procedure, it is not easy to establish if a given strategy yields more benefit with corrections than noise, this outcome reflects also the fact that the percentage of words annotated with named entities is relatively small (always around 16%). Thus it is normal that the preprocessing step with larger impact on SER results is also the one with larger impact on perplexity and OOV rate on text, as it affect a much wider set of words.

In table 6 we provide also a comparison of our best performing system with those participating in the official evaluation campaign on old press data (Galibert et al., 2012). LIMSI is the system we proposed for the evaluation campaign, which was the same as described in this work, with the difference that it was not integrating the preprocessing procedure and that our new baseline better integrates semantic information (which explains the difference between this baseline and the official results). The other participants are indicated with P1 and P2. Their systems are based on deep syntactic analysis (P1), and on a cascade of log-linear models (P2), respectively. As we can see, the system proposed here, integrating the preprocessing procedure, is far better than the one used for the official evaluation campaign (42.0% vs. 50.0% SER, respectively). Most importantly, the system proposed in this work outperforms the best system of the evaluation campaign.

### 6. Conclusions

In this paper we presented an analysis of mistakes found in a corpus acquired with OCR technology. We proposed a three-steps procedure to correct such mistakes. The procedure was evaluated in terms of perplexity of a language model built on training data against development and evaluation data. The procedure is effective since it allows to achieve, on OCR-ized data, a perplexity comparable to the one obtained on manually transcribed broadcast news data. Even more, using the preprocessing procedure, our named entity recognition system improves by a large margin results obtained during the official evaluation campaign on Old Press, and outperforms the best system of the evaluation campaign.

Given the variety of possible entity trees reconstructed with our parsing models, the approach proposed in this paper could be extended by reranking entity trees reconstructed starting from the $n$-best annotation generated by the CRF model, used to annotate components on words. Such reranking approaches have been used successfully in (Dinarelli et al., 2009a) and in (Dinarelli and Rosset, 2011a).
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